
DON'T IGNORE READ THE SUMMARY FIRST.

PUSH TO FREE JULIAN ASSANGE.

The government is unjustified to hold a journalist when the real culprits are walking freely. But it
is not about them. I introduce the notion of the Existing, Clear, and Present Danger as a threat
that originates from 9/11 as the trigger of what happened.
The government will try to delay so they disregard the 9/11 terror attacks as the hinge pin in this
case.
It is arguable that if it wasn't for 9/11 then Assange might not even have had access to the
published material and everything that followed.
They can't disregard 9/11 when everything that followed stemmed from this horrific event.
9/11 rewrote the rules and changed the responsibilities and obligations from the government to
the scrutinizers of the government; the investigative journalists and publishers.
9/11 nullified and made void the Espionage Act.
The Espionage Act applies only when the government is clean, not involved or implicated in the
deaths of the citizens. The fact that this happened on its own soil leaves open the need for
independent auditors who are there to check why the government's house is not in order.
The Espionage Act is replaced by the First Amendment Act in this situation.
The government can't ask [someone tasked by the First Amendment Act] why he is accessing
classified information when he is there to check and scrutinize it when there is proof they are
incompetent. He is entitled to do so because the government's actions are the ones now putting
the lives of the civilians to make things worse on its own soil. The journalist published material
because of the Existing, Clear, and Present Danger related to 9/11. By 2009 they had not got
the mastermind Osama Bin Laden. Yet their soldiers were killing foreigners abroad in what
appears as war crimes. The threat is still there and even enhanced. After all, they are using
digital technology [FBI and CIA] when the culprit, the mastermind, is using pagers. Ok, get
570000 pager messages from 9/11 you track and trace and locate this threat and contain it
before they attack again.
He published the messages for the government, not for a foreign government.
He published to trigger checks and scrutiny of the government.
He published it to trigger debate.
He did this to hold the government to account exercising his right under the First Amendment
Act. To hold the government accountable. 3000 had died. The government was at it again. If the
terrorists said they were revenging war crimes doing the same puts lives in danger on home
soil. So entitled to expose the failures BUT TO HELP THE GOVERNMENT PUT ITS HOUSE IN
ORDER before the terrorists attacked again.
HE ESCALATED THE SITUATION IN ORDER TO DE-ESCALATE AND CONTAIN THE
THREAT.
The publications highlighted the government's complacency in dealing with Osama. Less than
one year later the threat was eliminated. Osama was dead by May 2011. Mind you, it took them
9 years before any luck.



ONLY AFTER THE RELEASE OF THE MATERIAL THAT THEY ACTED. THE ONLY TIME
THEY FELT VULNERABLE. THE ONLY TIME THEY EMPHASIZED THE THREAT AND PUT
WORKING SOLUTIONS.
Assange is an advisor of the government.
Assange protected the people.
Assange is an unsung American hero but a threat to the government because he stood up for
justice. One step above the need to defend the public interest.
A threat to the FBI and CIA because if he continues they will be out of work.
Investigative journalists are part of a working democratic system
FREE ASSANGE WITH IMMEDIATE EFFECT.
READ THE ATTACHED MATERIAL ALL FREE DOWNLOADS.
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